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Abstract: Industry 4.0 (also referred to as digitization of manufacturing) is characterized by cyber
physical systems, automation, and data exchange. It is no longer a future trend and is being
employed worldwide by manufacturing organizations, to gain benefits of improved performance,
reduced inefficiencies, and lower costs, while improving flexibility. However, the implementation of
Industry 4.0 enabling technologies is a difficult task and becomes even more challenging without
any standardized approach. The barriers include, but are not limited to, lack of knowledge, inability
to realistically quantify the return on investment, and lack of a skilled workforce. This study
presents a systematic and content-centric literature review of Industry 4.0 enabling technologies, to
highlight their impact on the manufacturing industry. It also provides a strategic roadmap for the
implementation of Industry 4.0, based on lean six sigma approaches. The basis of the roadmap is the
design for six sigma approach for the development of a new process chain, followed by a continuous
improvement plan. The reason for choosing lean six sigma is to provide manufacturers with a sense of
familiarity, as they have been employing these principles for removing waste and reducing variability.
Major reasons for the rejection of Industry 4.0 implementation methodologies by manufactures are
fear of the unknown and resistance to change, whereas the use of lean six sigma can mitigate them.
The strategic roadmap presented in this paper can offer a holistic view of phases that manufacturers
should undertake and the challenges they might face in their journey toward Industry 4.0 transition.
Keywords: Industry 4.0; design for six sigma; lean six sigma; additive manufacturing; augmented
reality; simulation; autonomous robots; internet of things; cloud computing; big data analytics; cyber
security; horizontal and vertical integration
1. Introduction
Industrial revolutions are characterized by a major shift in the technological landscape. To date,
humans have experienced four industrial revolutions. The first one came in the form of mechanization,
the second one brought electrical energy, and the third revolution brought forth the rise of electronics,
telecommunications, and, of course, computers [1]. The first three industrial revolutions spanned
almost 200 years. The fourth industrial revolution, called Industry 4.0, stems from its German equivalent
‘Industrie 4.0′ in 2011 [2]. The terminology ‘Industry 4.0′ is new, but its enabling technologies, which
are shown in Figure 1, have been around for decades and have massively benefitted several industries.
Industry 4.0 is characterized by cyber physical systems that allow for the merging of real and virtual
worlds in real time [3–6]. The implementation of Industry 4.0 technologies can offer significant benefits
to the manufacturing value chain. These benefits include, but are not limited to, improved productivity
and efficiency, increased knowledge sharing and collaborative working, flexibility and agility, easier
compliance with regulations, better customer experience, reduced costs, and higher revenues [7,8].
Considering these benefits, Industry 4.0 is gaining attention from academia, research organizations,
businesses, and even governments. Every country with manufacturing expertise is funding initiatives
that can position them as promoters of advanced manufacturing facilities [9]. The focus, however, differs,
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with the European countries, UK, and USA being focused on developing business and standardization
models [9–11], and countries like Japan, Germany, and China implementing digitalization, to increase
efficiency and product quality, as well as reduce costs [12,13]. For example, a project funded by the
European Union entitled ‘Growing into Industry 4.0—Accelerate growth in manufacturing SMEs’ aims
to identify barriers to the uptake of Industry 4.0 in SMEs and propose different management related
tools for ease of transformation [14]. The Australian government signed a cooperation agreement
with Germany’s Industrie 4.0 platform, to research reference architectures, standards, test laboratories,
education, and training [15].
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components rather than a central system to mitigate risks and instill flexibility of operations. Real-
time capability means the collation and processing of data in real time that allows informed and 
timely decision-making. The ability to use big data analytics to obtain a predictive analysis that can 
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Industry 4.0, security issues, and financial constraints [18,19]. These are complex problems, and they 
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There is no universally accepted definition of Industry 4.0. Therefore, Hermann, Pentek, and
Otto [16] defined Industry 4.0 in ter s of cyber physical systems, internet of things, internet
of services, and smart factory. They proceeded to utilize this definition to propose six design
principles that can support companies in identifying and implementing Industry 4.0 scenarios.
These are interoperability, virtualization, decentralization, real-time capability, service orientation, and
modularity. Interoperability refers to the ability of systems and workforce in a business to communicate,
exchange data, and coordinate activities. Virtualization is linked to the monitoring of physical processes
either by one virtual resource from multiple physical resources or multiple virtual resources from
one physical resource. Decentralization refers to the transition toward system components rather
than a central system to mitigate risks and instill flexibility of operations. Real-time capability means
the collation and processing of data in real time that allows informed and timely decision- aking.
The ability to use big data analytics to obtain a predictive analysis that can help in better understanding
the customers’ needs is referred to as service orientation. Modularity refers to the ability of businesses
to flexibly adapt to changing requirements and industry needs [17]. It is worth noting that there is a
lack of readiness among companies toward not only Industry 4.0 adoption but its implementation.
It is one thing to decide to adopt Industry 4.0 and an entirely different task to implement it properly,
considering that there are no standardized approaches available. It is important to first highlight the
challenges to Industry 4.0 adoption and then move to the implementation. The challenges to adoption
include, but are not limited to, low understanding of Industry 4.0 implications, lack of knowledge and
unified leadership, inability to accurately estimate return on investment, legal issues, data ownership,
lack of digital culture, lack of digitally competent workforce, lack of infrastructure and internet-based
services, reluctant behavior toward Industry 4.0, security issues, and financial constraints [18,19]. These
are complex problems, and they become more challenging when moving toward the implementation
of Industry 4.0.
From both strategic and technologic perspectives, Industry 4.0 implementation requires a
comprehensive strategic roadmap that visualizes every step on the journey toward an entirely
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digital manufacturing enterprise [20]. Researchers have used some means of proposing Industry 4.0
implementation through strategic plan [21], maturity level-based model [22], and outcome-based
business model [23]. The main problem with these approaches is that they are new to the manufacturing
organizations and can face resistance due to the reluctance of the workforce to change its ways. Industry
4.0 is not just hype, and manufactures should strategically embrace it to remain competitive in the
market. Technological innovations affect the vision and goals of a business and require a strategic plan
to ensure not only their implementation but the smooth running of operations as a result of them [24].
Companies utilize road mapping as a tool that can help plan activities and deliver on potential benefits
of technological advancements. This shows that there is a need for a strategic roadmap that can support
the implementation of Industry 4.0 transformation and one that is not ignorantly opposed by the
workforce due to lack of expertise.
This paper presents a strategic roadmap that can be used by manufacturing organizations as a
reference framework for successful transition from traditional manufacturing into Industry 4.0. Having
a deep understanding of Industry 4.0 enabling technologies is a prerequisite for development of the
strategic and technological roadmap. Therefore, Section 2 presents a review on the impact of Industry
4.0 enabling technologies, with the help of manufacturing-focused literature. Section 3 discusses the
strategic roadmap for Industry 4.0 implementation and Section 4 highlights the phases as well as the
associated challenges.
2. Applications of Industry 4.0 Enabling Technologies
2.1. Additive Manufacturing
This is an umbrella term that encompasses several methods capable of manufacturing 3D products
by adding layers on top of each other [25]. The very first additive manufacturing (AM) method came
into existence in the 1980s, and since then these processes have increased in numbers, functionality, and
uses in the manufacturing sector [26]. There are seven categories of AM, i.e., vat photopolymerization,
powder bed fusion, binder jetting, material jetting, sheet lamination, material extrusion, and directed
energy deposition [27]. AM can produce complex geometries, reduce manufacturing costs, and
fabricate parts with premium materials with small production runs and short turnaround times [28,29].
AM allows the realization of advanced part designs that provide additional space, multifunctional parts,
multi-material parts, part consolidation, and parts that are difficult to machine [30–32]. AM methods
have been extensively researched for optimization of process parameters, new materials usage,
development of new processes, improvements to existing processes, material properties of products,
standardization, and material modeling [33–36]. Based on these attributes, AM is widely utilized
by several manufacturing sectors, including, aerospace, automotive, construction, medical, and
consumer goods.
In the aerospace sector, AM has been in use by companies such as Airbus and GE (General
Electric) for decades. For metal parts, the main AM technologies in aerospace applications are directed
energy deposition and powder bed fusion. For nonmetallic parts, the dominant AM technologies
are vat photopolymerization, material jetting, and material extrusion. Yakout et al. [37] discussed
the manufacture of Invar 36 (UNS K93600) using selective laser melting by identifying the optimal
process parameters. This material has a low coefficient of thermal expansion and can be extremely
beneficial for the aerospace industry. They investigated the effects of laser power, scanning speed, point
distance, exposure time, hatch spacing, stripe width, stripe overlap, beam offset, and layer thickness
on the density, microstructure, and surface features of the products. Like the aerospace industry,
the automotive industry also exploits similar benefits from AM. Lightweight and aerodynamically
optimized products can help reduce fuel consumption and drag. Böckin and Tillman [38] conducted a
life-cycle assessment for metal parts of an engine in a light distribution truck. They compared powder
bed fusion (PBF) with subtractive manufacturing (SM) and showed that PBF could improve life-cycle
environmental performance by redesigning components for weight reduction, leading to lower fuel
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consumption by the engine compared to SM. However, it would require a clean electricity source, the
capability to build large products, and low-impact raw materials, to stay viable in the industry.
The use of AM for construction offers added benefits to the users, such as worker safety,
especially in harsh environments, and shrinkage of supply chain, as customized large structures can
be manufactured on-site, rapidly, without the need for multiple suppliers. This area is also called
large-scale additive manufacturing and comprises several methodologies that make use of robotic
arms for material deposition, including contour crafting [39], cellular fabrication [40], d-shape [41],
and concrete printing [42]. Keating et al. [43] presented the Digital Construction Platform (DCP)
based on AM comprising a compound robotic arm framework made from water-powered and electric
mechanical arms carried on a tracked mobile platform. They built an arch formwork structure that was
14.6 m across and 3.7 m tall; it was effectively additively produced on-site, with a development time
under 13.5 h. Such a construction can offer benefits in safety, quality, customization, speed, cost, and
functionality. To tackle global homelessness, a US-based non-profit organization New Story is working
with ICON to build 30 homes in Tabasco, Mexico, using AM [44]. AM has also made an enormous
impact on the global economy, and the development of inhabitable structures is just another example
where AM is working toward benefiting society. A recent issue that has caused a serious global health
crisis is the outbreak of COVID-19. Large-scale AM also played a role in alleviating some of the issues
faced by healthcare professionals. The Chinese Construction Company WinSun deployed 3D-printed
isolation wards to the hospitals in the Wuhan region, to house medical staff, using their large-scale 3D
construction prints. These wards were modified to suit the needs of isolation standards and could
withstand extreme environmental conditions [45].
The use of AM in the medical sector has increased exponentially over the years for medical
models, surgical implants, surgical guides, external aids, and bio-manufacturing. Popovich et al. [46]
used selective laser melting to manufacture a patient-specific hip implant from Ti-6Al-4V powder,
according to the data acquired via computed tomography. Design freedom offered by AM allowed the
design of a texturized surface for the implant that could improve the osseointegration process. They
also applied a post-process called annealing, by heating the implant, and managed to significantly
increase its tensile strength. In addition to the research-intensive AM investigations, there are also
instances of AM being used as a catalyst to accelerate production to benefit society. This has been
demonstrated with the AM community from around the world coming together to support the medical
professionals in their fight against COVID-19. AM has emerged as a supply-chain enabler and is
providing products in mass quantities, including PPE (personal protective equipment), such as face
masks and shields; medical testing kits, such as swabs; medical-device components, such as ventilator
valves; and ecosystem components, such as hands-free door openers. AM experts, designers, and
providers are responding to the global crisis by volunteering their respective skills to ease the pressure
on supply chains and governments. Companies are making their designs freely available. SMEs,
large corporations, and governments alike are setting up AM networks, with specified objectives to
manufacture medical-grade equipment for medical professionals [47]. This discussion highlights the
significant impact of AM on our manufacturing industry.
2.2. Augmented Reality
In the context of Industry 4.0, the use of augmented reality (AR) is extremely beneficial, as it
provides ease and flexibility of operation. AR is often confused with virtual reality (VR), but they
are two different technologies. AR overlays information and digital content on the real world, in real
time, using a display piece or eyeglasses, whereas VR allows users to put on a headset and delve into
a virtual world [48–50]. The use of AR is becoming widespread in the manufacturing sector, for a
multitude of reasons. Most common AR technologies include AR markers [51], displays and hologram
technologies [52], mobile devices [53], tracking technologies [54], and interaction technologies [55].
AR is revolutionizing the manufacturing industry by offering better insights for product development,
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equipment maintenance, workforce training, production floor issues, process flow, complex assembly,
expert support, quality assurance, and automation [56,57].
Visual computing is an umbrella term that encompasses computer graphics and media technologies
for future smart factories. Posada et al. [58] analyzed the role of visual computing in supporting
operators in Industry 4.0. They described the challenges faced by operators in smart factories and
enabling technologies to mitigate them. For example, operators can be trained to perform tasks by using
AR assistance for human–machine interaction; the decision-making of the operators can be supported
by using digital twins, as well as multi-screen dashboards, and learning from the activities of operators
through video-based deep learning and media monitoring of the manufacturing execution system.
Similarly, Segura et al. [59] employed the concept of Operator 4.0 with visual computing (VC). They
presented a framework with practical examples and concluded that VC technologies can positively
contribute to the enhancement of operator ability to perform traditional tasks. Makris et al. [60]
utilized AR to support production engineers and shop-floor operators in generating and using
assembly instructions, respectively. The methodology allowed the workers to operate faster and
reduced their cognitive load, leading to increased efficiency of operation. Uva et al. [61] designed a
prototype for spatial augmented reality (SAR) to be used in manual assembly lines. They compared
the effectiveness of operation between the SAR and paper data transfer. They tested the SAR prototype
on a motorbike engine and showed an improvement in performance and reduction of error rates.
Molineros and Sharma [62] proposed augmenting a data stream based on process graphs for guiding
manual assembly. They showed that such a mechanism can improve the workers by instilling skills
acquired by doing the work that would otherwise require specialized knowledge. Doshi et al. [63]
discussed the use of a projector-based spatial AR system for quality assurance. This system was set up
at the General Motors (GM) Holden plant in Elizabeth, Australia, and was used to assess the quality of
manually spot-welded locations on Holden Cruze vehicles. They reported a 52% decrease in standard
deviation, leading to a higher degree of precision and accuracy of operation by the workers, based on
the visual AR cues. Zhou et al. [64] discussed the use of spatial augmented reality and head-mount
displays for spot-weld inspections in automotive manufacturing. They reported a significant increase
in efficiency of the operators because of the information being available at the right time and at the
right place, instead of paper-based instructions that are quite ineffective.
The development of digital twins is gaining mainstream attention, as they allow real-time
monitoring and control of a physical asset through a virtual digital replica. Zhu, Liu, and Xhu [65]
developed a digital twin of a CNC milling machine and utilized HoloLens to augment the data. The AR
application gives the user the ability to monitor and control the machine, as well as interact and
manage the digital twin data simultaneously. Such an integration can prove to be useful for intelligent
process control applications in the future for more complex systems. On the other hand, Lee [66]
integrated AR with stochastic Petri net model to develop an AR labeling architecture for real-time
modeling and simulation of large-scale manufacturing environments, resulting in improved layout
design and simulation analysis. Blaga and Tamas [67] integrated AR with a cobot (collaborative robot),
a see-through device, a digital twin, and an algorithm for assembly visualization. They demonstrated
the effectiveness of this setup for superimposing augmented data on physical product, with a good
degree of accuracy, showing its potential for improving manufacturing processes. These examples
illustrate that AR is extremely beneficial for the manufacturing industry, but its value increases as other
techniques are integrated with it, such as digital twins and cobots.
2.3. Simulation
A simulation is an approximation based on established mathematical models or statistical tools to
show the behavior of a product or a process using graphics [68]. Simulations provide users the freedom
to experiment with different conditions and observe the results to make informed decisions. However,
there is a need to validate the simulations with an acceptable error percentage for use in real-world
scenarios [69]. Their popularity stems from the advancement in simulation packages with more
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sophisticated algorithms and appealing graphics. A simulation can be used for a product or a process
or a process flow, and there are several software packages that work for both scenarios. Products and
manufacturing processes are usually simulated based on numerical analysis methods, such as FEM
(Finite Element Method), FVM (Finite Volume Method), and DEM (Discrete Element Method). Some
software packages for such simulations used in the manufacturing industry are CAEplex, MATLAB,
Ansys, OpenFOAM, EMS, SolidWorks Simulation Premium, COMSOL Multiphysics, Flow-3D, and
ProModel Optimization Suite. On the other hand, manufacturing-process-flow simulation packages are
based on various modeling paradigms, including discrete event or process-centric, systems dynamics,
petri net, Monte Carlo simulations, and agent-based. These packages include but are not limited to
WITNESS, AnyLogic, FlexSim, iGrafx, Simio, SimSci, and Simul8 Professional. They can provide
animated and interactive models to replicate the operation of an existing or proposed production
facility. They can help solve common manufacturing challenges that include assessing the impact of
investment, production planning optimization/scheduling, facility designing, manufacturing capability
planning, process improvement, bottleneck analysis, production line balancing, resource allocation,
improve material flow and inventory planning, experimentation with lean manufacturing techniques,
and, last but not least, plan Industry 4.0 approaches [70–72].
The use of appropriate optimization methodologies for simulations is useful, as it saves
computational times and provides more realistic results. Al-Tamimi et al. [73] conducted topology
optimization based on the solid isotropic microstructure with penalization method to design fixation
plates used in the case of a bone fracture. They reduced the plate volume to ensure that stress levels
were comparable with the bone, to avoid bone stress shielding under different loading conditions.
They utilized Solidworks and successfully implemented topology optimization, to design less-stiff
and lightweight fixation plates, reducing the stress shielding effect, promoting load transfer to the
bone, and thus contributing to bone remodeling. Grivc, Deržicˇ, and Muhicˇ [74] analyzed a divided
rail freight brake disc crown used in rail freight wagons. They conducted a numerical analysis for
the optimization of its thermal dissipation properties and reduction of ventilation losses, using Ansys
CFX. Their investigation reported 37% reduction in ventilation losses and 21% reduction in mass,
resulting in better thermal performance that would potentially provide significant energy savings.
Migliaccio et al. [75] designed a novel injector with a hollow cone nozzle (HCN) that could provide low
emissions for automotive engines. They analyzed this design by using OpenFOAM, which provided
valuable insight into the spray penetration and diffusion behavior of the HCN that were otherwise
extremely challenging to observe.
For the process flow, various quality management philosophies and methodologies can be
implemented to improve the process, and the use of simulations can show the results virtually,
before physical implementation. Concepts such as lean manufacturing, six sigma, and total quality
management are popular in the manufacturing sector [76]. In that context, the work done by
Khan et al. [77] explored the capabilities of WITNESS Horizon to simulate a valve manufacturing
facility and implemented Khan–Hassan–Butt (KHB) process re-engineering methodology for its
optimization. They showed an increase of 20% in production output as a result of their proposed
methodology that can identify process interdependencies and can be used with structured, as well
as semi-structured, data. Stadnicka and Antonelli [78] simulated the production of rubber–metal
sleeves for a car frame with the existing value stream map and the optimized value stream map
using FlexSim based on the discrete event methodology. They successfully optimized various process
parameters and showed the importance of computer simulations in value stream analysis that can help
in making effective decisions pertaining to the improvement and development of a manufacturing
process. Avventuroso, Silvestri, and Frazzon [79] used Anylogic to conduct a simulation-based
analysis to support planning, designing, and performance evaluation of an AM plant for large-scale
production of medical devices. They modeled a pilot plant in the software based on liquid frozen
deposition manufacturing and optimized the production flow by modifying the number of printers,
clusters, gelation stations, and employees. The use of computer simulations can help support effective
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decision-making by allowing the user to evaluate the pros/cons of a given configuration to achieve
maximum production output.
2.4. Autonomous Robots
This is a crucial piece of the Industry 4.0 puzzle and is widely utilized in the manufacturing
industry. An autonomous robot is characterized by possessing a degree of autonomy to perceive and
respond to external stimuli on its own [80]. A typical robot offers a multitude of benefits to humans, such
as performing repetitive, dangerous, and time-consuming tasks, higher accuracy, increased efficiency,
reduced errors, and more operational time, as there is no need for breaks. An autonomous robot adds to
these lists of benefits by including intelligence, meaning that it does not require human control and can
make its own decisions based on the programming [81]. To take advantage of these benefits, a special
class of robots has been defined known as cobots or collaborative robots [82]. They share workspace
or work near humans, to help perform their tasks efficiently. Pioneered by KUKA (Germany) and
Universal Robots (Denmark), these robots operate differently. Rather than be programmed to a specific
set of steps, using programming tools, many cobots are trained by humans manipulating the arms and
training by example. A human would move the robot, and the robot would store the movements in its
memory. This also negates the use of specialized skills for robot programming and gives the control to
the operator on the production floor. According to the International Federation of Robotics [83], there
are four types of collaborative manufacturing applications, i.e., co-existence (human and robot work
together, but no shared space), sequential collaboration (human and robot work together on a part
separately but not at the same time), co-operation (human and robot operating at the same time on
a part or machine), and responsive collaboration (robot responds to the human movements in real
time). These cobots are gaining popularity in the manufacturing industry and are governed by several
international standards in terms of their design, use, and protective measures [84–86].
In terms of the applicability of cobots, Fast-Berglund et al. [87] evaluated the potential of using
UR3 and UR5 robots (from Universal Robots, Denmark) for the assembly of O-rings being used by
a medium-sized company called CEJN AB (Sweden). They also utilized two automation strategies,
i.e., DFA2 and DYNAMO++ for the operation. They concluded that cobots can provide significant
improvements in quality and reductions in cycle time. However, they emphasized the need for the
development of more standards, to ensure consistent application and results. Cherubini et al. [88]
developed a collaborative human–robot manufacturing cell for homokinetic joint assembly. They
manipulated the robot to switch between active and passive modes, depending on the needs of the
operator. They reported a significant reduction in the operator’s workload and risk of injuries. They
also predicted that such a system, if deployed in the automotive industry, could have a payback
period of 12 months (based on estimates). Sadik and Urban [89] proposed a distributed control
solution combining an ontology-based multi-agent system and a business rule management system
for co-operative manufacturing. They focused on manufacturing knowledge representation, sharing,
and reasoning among the operator, robot, and surrounding production components. The proposed
methodology allowed for a collective decision-making that can be adapted based on the requirements
effectively. Meziane, Otis, and Ezzaidi [90] devised a neural-network-based supervised-learning
protocol to improve collision-free motion planning during shared production activities between a
human and a robot. They also applied an optimal trajectory of motion that can easily navigate in a
dynamic working environment. Like augmented reality (Section 2.2), cobots or autonomous robots
work well on their own. However, the integration of automation strategies could significantly improve
their performance. All in all, cobots are aimed at augmenting what humans do, to make humans
more effective, efficient, and enhanced. This is the reason for their widespread adoption by the
manufacturing industry that has only shown concern mainly on the safety front but is satisfied with
other aspects of their operation and application [91,92].
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2.5. Industrial Internet of Things
The interconnectivity of sensors, equipment, machines, and internet is termed as internet of
things [93]. Its usage in the industry to additionally connect supply chains, data, and people has
morphed the term into industrial internet of things (IIoT). The manufacturing industry is the biggest
beneficiary of IIoT [94]. The major adoption drivers for IIoT in the manufacturing sector include
cost reduction, shorter time to market, mass customization, and improved safety [95]. IIoT has
a multitude of applications in the manufacturing industry. Their use case segments include, but
are not limited to, connected factory, asset management, facility management, logistics, customer
preferences, predictive maintenance, quality control, and production flow monitoring [96]. The use
of IIoT results in a complete digital transformation, allowing for a better interconnected production
system that is capable of running and maintaining itself [97,98]. Its impact is undeniable and can be
summarized in three dimensions, i.e., visibility into production floor and field operations, visibility
into manufacturing supply chain, and visibility into remote and outsourced operations [99]. The use of
sensors on equipment and their interconnectivity through sophisticated protocols lend their way to
the development of cyber–physical systems [100,101] and digital twins [102,103] that can amplify the
benefits of IIoT. Other Industry 4.0 enabling technologies, such as big data analytics, cloud computing,
and cyber security, are used in combination with IIoT, to serve the manufacturing industry. In addition
to providing substantial benefits, there are also challenges associated with the adoption of IIoT, such as
high initial costs and uncertainty about the return on investment, data security and privacy issues, lack
of qualified employees, integration with the legacy systems, inability to perform rapid experimentation,
and lack of established standards [104].
IIoT affects several facets of the manufacturing sector, including business models, production,
supply chain, and customers. Kiel, Arnold, and Voigt [105] provided a systematic framework to
investigate the influence of IIoT on established manufacturing business models. They reported the value
of production and process optimization offered by IIoT by emphasizing the importance of customers
in the decision-making process that can promote positive changes to the business models. Gierej [106]
proposed an outcome-based business model that can support companies toward a smooth digital
transition with IIoT. The model helps in moving with the old concepts being used by manufacturing
companies for decades and gradually integrates the digital features. Yerra and Pilla [107] utilized IIoT
in an automotive composites body shop, to optimize the material flow, to reduce cycle times and reduce
operational costs. They used computer simulations to compare the production times of the existing
and the proposed interconnected IIoT-based system, with the latter removing 19.3 h from the process.
Vita et al. [108] used the FASTEN open IIoT architecture on the Metallic Centre Wing Assembly Line
at the Embraer Aerospace facility in Évora, Portugal, to improve productivity and agility, as well as
predict equipment failures. They reported that their IIoT-based decision support system can accelerate
decision-making and enhance production.
Arnold and Voigt [109] conducted a mixed-methods investigation for IIoT adoption by
manufacturing companies. They reported on the various ecosystem dimensions of the business,
such as customers, suppliers, external organizations, and research institutions. Their results showed
a slight concern on the part of the customers and suppliers but a higher degree of cooperation with
external organizations and research institutions. IIoT enables perpetual connectivity with customers.
This is both a pro and a con, as it can allow for faster feedback for new products or design demands but
can lead to the customers developing unrealistic expectations [110]. Value stream mapping (VSM) is a
useful tool for lean manufacturing, and the incorporation of IIoT can broaden its usage with real-time
data from multiple sources, leading to effective decision-making. Balaji et al. [111] incorporated
IIoT to develop a dynamic VSM capable of collating large datasets for analysis, such as bottlenecks
identification and process-flow optimizations. To exploit the benefits of IIoT, an Industrial Internet
Consortium (IIC) was established in 2014, comprising industrial, government, and academic partners
from around the world, to accelerate the growth of IIoT by identifying, assembling, testing, and
promoting best practices [112].
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2.6. Big Data Analytics
The most vital aspect for any business is its data. The data allow a business to work smoothly,
incorporate modifications for improvements, and plan future developments. With the use of IIoT,
more data are being collated than ever before from sensors connected to machines, transfer of data for
communication, human–machine interaction, and recording each interaction. Analyzing such copious
amounts of data is challenging, and this is what big data analytics (BDA) can do for different industrial
sectors. Big data can analyze large datasets that are challenging to be processed by conventional
data-processing software packages and can extract useful information. The manufacturing industry is a
prime example where BDA has made a mark by providing beneficial insights and being able to generate
useful information [113]. BDA refers to the utilization of statistics and other mathematical tools for
business data, to assess and improve existing practices. In manufacturing, analytics can be used to
examine historical process data, identify patterns and relationships among discrete process steps and
inputs, and optimize the process parameters for maximum output. Manufacturing companies all
over the world are focusing on developing real-time production floor data and strategies for their
use to conduct sophisticated statistical assessments for enhancing yield and transition toward smart
manufacturing. In terms of its attributes, big data was first defined with three V’s, i.e., volume,
velocity, and variety [114]. Over the years, however, more attributes have been added, such as veracity,
variability, volatility, and value, to make it seven V’s [115]. There are currently 42 V’s identified
for big data [116] that goes to show a higher sophistication level. In addition to the V’s, big data is
characterized by four data types [117], i.e., structured (having a defined format and easy to analyze),
semi-structured (having some patterns and moderately easy to analyze), quasi-structured (Having
an erratic format, requires specialized tools and is difficult to analyze), and unstructured (having no
conceivable structure and extremely challenging to analyze).
The value of big data becomes evident when it is used as a tool for decision-making processes. BDA
can improve the decision-making process and enhance production numbers by employing other tools,
such as artificial intelligence, algorithms, and databases. Knowledge-based and intelligent-information
approaches are required to make sense of the data and use it for better performance of cyber–physical
systems [118]. Furthermore, engineering standards can also be employed for domain modeling
in virtual engineering, to discover implicit knowledge that can be beneficial for engineers [119].
By making sense of the copious amounts of data gathered through various means, BDA can perform
four types of analytics, i.e., descriptive, inquisitive, predictive, and prescriptive [120]. Descriptive
analytics provide hindsight on the existing state of a business situation, using business intelligence
tools [121]. Inquisitive analytics use descriptive analytics to find out why something happened,
by identifying root causes [122]. Predictive analytics provide a glimpse of the future state of the
business by analyzing historical data [123]. Prescriptive analytics define a sound course of action based
on the output of the predictive analytic models [124]. These different analytics are extremely useful to
the manufacturing industry, as they help in product/process/supply chain optimization, automatic
quality testing, predictive/preventive maintenance, risk management, data-drive enterprise growth,
and tracking of overheads/daily production [125].
It has been reported that BDA in manufacturing industry is set to exceed $4.5 billion by 2025 [126],
and this shows its tremendous growth and highlights the need for extensive research into sophisticated
analytical tools. Zhong et al. [127] utilized BDA for physical internet-based logistics data, to develop
intelligent manufacturing ship floors. They deployed radio-frequency identification readers, tags,
and wireless communication networks on the production shop floors to collate data. They used
these data to visualize the logistics trajectory and to evaluate the efficiency of logistics operators and
operations. Moyne and Iskandar [128] used BDA to detect faults and predictive maintenance for the
manufacture of semiconductors. They emphasized two aspects for better results, i.e., data quality and
incorporation of subject-matter expertise in the analytics. They concluded that the data quality can
improve drastically with the help of a digital twin, but the expertise aspect will remain a limitation
in semiconductor manufacturing. O’Donovan et al. [129] presented an industrial big-data pipeline
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architecture that can support both the legacy and technologically advanced systems, to facilitate
initial smart manufacturing efforts for large-scale manufacturing. They conducted the study in DePuy
Synthes (Ireland) and reported on challenges, as well as desirable characteristics, that can facilitate
BDA research in large-scale industrial environments. Mani et al. [130] conducted interviews in 3PL
Logistics and SUMUL (Gujrat India), to identify and mitigate social issues in the supply chain. They
incorporated BDA for data analysis, to mitigate social risks in manufacturing companies. The literature
highlights the impact of big data analytics that can be further enhanced with the use of artificial
intelligence and machine learning [131].
2.7. Cloud Computing
Several software packages are used in the manufacturing sector for everything ranging from
simulations to resource management. Typically, such software packages or applications would be
downloaded on a physical computer or in-house server. Cloud computing (CC) allows the use of
these resources through the internet, to anyone with the proper authorization and access. CC refers
to the on-demand availability of computer-system resources, especially data storage and computing
power, without direct active management by the user. The National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) identified five key characteristics for CC, i.e., on-demand self-service, broad
network access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity, and measured service [132]. CC offers several
benefits to the manufacturing sector, including flexibility of operations (to cope with fluctuating
demands), disaster recovery (by offering cloud-based backup and recovery protocols), automatic
software updates (for smooth operations), low capital costs (by cutting out hardware), increased
collaboration (by allowing real-time updates of documents), freedom of operation (by allowing the
users to work from anywhere with an internet connection), document control (by streamlining the
updates from different users in real-time), security of data (as defective hardware will not result in loss
of data), and competitiveness (by having access to enterprise-class technology) [133,134]. Different
service models are used by CC to serve its customer base, i.e., IaaS (infrastructure as a service) [135],
PaaS (Platform as a Service) [136], SaaS (Software as a Service) [137], MBaaS (Mobile Backend as a
Service) [138], FaaS (Function as a service) [139], and serverless cloud [140].
The integration of CC with other technologies, such as next-generation wireless, advanced
sensors, high-performance computing, and computer-aided design, engineering, and manufacturing
(CAD/CAE/CAM) software, represents an essential component of the smart manufacturing revolution.
CC applications have impacted every aspect of modern manufacturing. One key aspect of its popularity
is that both large corporations and SMEs can benefit from its capabilities on a subscription-based
model, depending on their cash flow. CC and IoT also paved the way for a new paradigm in the
manufacturing sector called cloud manufacturing (CM). It is defined as a smart networked model
for manufacturing that embraces cloud computing, which aims to meet the increasing demands for
higher product individualization, wider global cooperation, knowledge-intensive innovation, and
rising market-response agility [141]. Liu et al. [142] developed a CM multitask scheduling model by
incorporating task workload modeling, service efficiency coefficient, and service quantity. Their model
allowed for the successful completion of more tasks within the time constraint, without adversely
affecting quality. Jian and Wang [143] discussed an optimization model for batch CM, aimed at
reducing costs and saving time. They focused on the issue of tasks scheduling in CM and showed
the applicability of their model with the help of computer simulations. Lartigau et al. [144] proposed
an optimization methodology for scheduling tasks in CM. They took into consideration a batch of
tasks and quantity of resources, to highlight the scheduling challenges and show the applicability of
their method.
In addition to the research on scheduling tasks in CM, the integration of different Industry 4.0
enabling technologies are also benefiting the manufacturing sector. Tao et al. [145] proposed a CC
and IoT-based service system for CM. They discussed the relationship among CC, IoT, CM, and the
resulting model, to highlight challenges and potential applications in this domain. Jin, Yao, and
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Chen [146] presented a correlation-aware CM service model to characterize the quality of service (QoS)
dependence of an individual service on other related services. They showed good applicability results
of their model and discussed its limitations (increment of the percent of correlation cloud services),
as well. Tao et al. [147] developed a novel parallel intelligent algorithm called full connection based
parallel adaptive chaos optimization with reflex migration, to address the issue of service composition
optimal selection in CM. Their proposed model showed a significantly higher efficiency in terms
of searching capability and time efficiency, as compared to traditional serial intelligent algorithms
and classical parallel intelligent algorithms. With the intensive research developing new models for
CM, there is also extensive literature available discussing the challenges of such models [148–150].
Therefore, it is imperative for manufacturing companies to weigh the pros and cons of CM models
before implementation.
2.8. Cyber Security
The move to digitization, cyber–physical systems (CPS), interconnected devices, and real-time
communication in the context of Industry 4.0 shines a spotlight on the generated data and its protection.
Cyber security (CS) is rapidly becoming a major concern for manufacturers and consumers. CS is
the combination of policies and practices employed by individuals and organizations, to monitor
computers, networks, programs, and data and prevent them from being subject to unauthorized access
or attacks for exploitation purposes [151,152]. Cyber risks can irreplaceably damage an organization,
and the manufacturing sector is especially susceptible to risks such as intellectual property theft, data
integrity issues, cyber-physical damages, safety of employees, and productivity losses [153,154]. There
is also a need for standardization of cyber security protocols, to instill confidence in a user organization.
The most common ones are ISO/IEC 27,001 and 27,002, part of the ISO/IEC 27,000 family of standards
published by the International Organization for Standardization and the International Electrotechnical
Commission [155].
The importance of cyber security cannot be overstated. This has led to extensive research where
threats/attacks are planned and introduced into manufacturing systems, to analyze the extent of
damage that can be done to both software and hardware, assess the capabilities of existing cyber
control protocols, and assess the competence of individuals in identifying cyber threats. These attacks
can affect products and processes, alter data, and deny services, leading to a significant loss of time and
resources. For example, changing the product design could have catastrophic effects on its performance
and functionalities. Quality-control systems are incapable of identifying malicious attacks and would
simply reject the product for not satisfying the quality standards. Wells et al. [156] tested a cyber-attack
by introducing a virus that can alter the toolpath of a three-axis milling machine for the manufacture
of a tensile test sample. The participants of the experiment were able to assess that their sample was
not made according to the proper dimensions, but no one was able to diagnose the problem as a
cyber-attack. The researchers highlighted the lack of education and knowledge in identifying such
attacks. Sturm et al. [157] introduced a cyber-attack on.STL file of an additive manufacturing system,
as it is the most vulnerable. They placed a void inside a tensile test sample that could easily avoid
detection through common practices. The void caused a 14% reduction in yield strength, showing
the ease at which a defect can be introduced. They also presented recommendations to reduce such
threats, such as improved software checks, hashing/secure signing, improved process monitoring, and
operator training.
Vincent et al. [158] presented a novel product/process design approach to enable real-time
attack detections, by introducing a trojan in the manufacturing process of integrated circuits.
They incorporated structural health-monitoring techniques to detect changes in a part’s intrinsic
behavior and showed how trojans can be detected within a manufacturing process, to support
traditional quality-control methods. DeSmit et al. [159] used intersection mapping to identify
cyber–physical vulnerabilities in manufacturing systems. They implemented their approach at the
Commonwealth Center for Advanced Manufacturing (USA) and were successfully able to identify the
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cyber vulnerabilities with a stoplight scale of low, medium, and high. Hutchins et al. [160] established
a framework for identifying cyber threats by considering the data flow in automotive manufacturing.
They showed several mechanisms for identifying vulnerabilities based on the data transfer and
provided valuable insights for mitigation. These examples indicate research efforts on several fronts,
such as identifying existing vulnerabilities, potential cyber-attacks, weaknesses of existing measures,
awareness levels, and cyber-threat detection, as well as mitigation methodologies [161–163].
2.9. Horizontal and Vertical Integration
Like the other Industry 4.0 enabling technologies, the concept of horizontal and vertical integration
has been benefitting the manufacturing organizations for years. However, its implementation with
Industry 4.0 technologies elicits a different response, leading to greater gains. Stock and Seliger [164]
outlined three dimensions for the Industry 4.0 paradigm, i.e., horizontal integration across the entire
value creation network, vertical integration and networked manufacturing systems, and end-to-end
engineering integration across the entire product life cycle. The aim of horizontal and vertical
integration is to develop organization-wide protocols for data sharing, to create the basis for an
automated supply and value chain. End-to-end engineering integration involves machine integration
and customer integration as parts of the production system, along with product-to-service integration
through direct manufacturer monitoring, focusing on product, production, and customer design [165].
One of the design principles of Industry 4.0 is interoperability, and its core idea is integration [166,167].
These three integrations have been in constant use by the manufacturing sector based on their
advantages as singular entities or as a combination. In terms of singular use, Kim and Park [168]
presented a horizontal integration approach to establish effective communication among a CPS,
middleware, and production management system. They also discussed the limitations of the approach
and proposed further research into improving stability, resource allocation, and performance analysis.
Gerber, Bosch, and Johnsson [169] proposed a flexible communication architecture for a vertical
integration that could allow manufacturing companies to directly connect their IT-Systems with their
manufacturing plants. They tested their method at the SmartFactory-KL (Germany) by transferring
information as key performance indicators to support decision-making and to close the gap between
business and technical processes. Bicaku et al. [170] presented an end-to-end communication protocol
for a cyber physical production system that can provide continuous improvement through smart
algorithms and can identify dependencies among components, as well as provide an overview of the
system’s security.
As a combinational approach, the most common one is the combination of horizontal and vertical
integration. Liu et al. [171] developed a cyber–physical production system at Experimental and
Digital Factory at the Chemnitz University of Technology (Germany). They built a logistics system
and implemented horizontal, as well as vertical, integrations. They showed the limitations in terms
of the communication and testing of such an integration. Mazak and Huemer [172] presented an
integrated modeling framework called HoVer, to develop a universal model-driven approach toward
the horizontal and vertical integration, in the context of smart factories. They built a resource event
agent business ontology [173], using concepts from ISA-95 [174] to apply the two integrations. Zhuo,
Alvarez, and Feldmann [175] developed an integrated product model based on STEP and feature
technology to implement horizontal and vertical integration of product data fitted to the needs of
molded interconnect devices. Based on the effective integration, they established communication
among the devices, simulation software, and the physical equipment for a superior operation.
Based on the amount of data generated by using IIoT and CPS, a combination of all three
integrations is also becoming exceedingly popular. Foidl and Felderer [176] discussed these three
integration protocols and used the DIN ISO 9000 quality-management-systems approach [177] to
highlight challenges and opportunities for the quality management domain through the advent
of Industry 4.0 in an Austrian electronic manufacturing company. Similarly, Zhou, Liu, and
Zhou [15] incorporated the three integrations with the strategic planning of a CPS and devised
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system standardization and efficient management protocols. The literature highlights the capabilities
of different integration approaches and their significance in the data-driven manufacturing sector.
3. Industry 4.0 Roadmap Conceptualization
The discussion provided in the preceding sections (Sections 2.1–2.9) pertaining to Industry 4.0
enabling technologies presents an in-depth literature review of their use in manufacturing. It is
evident that Industry 4.0 has created value for the manufacturing industry in ways that were not even
imaginable a few years ago. It has provided benefits such as increased productivity, reduction of
product lead time, improvement of product quality, increased workforce efficiency, and an increase of
process visualization, as well as control [178]. It is crucial to understand the impact to these enabling
technologies, to ensure that their opportunities can be captured. This discussion is summarized in
Table 1 and forms the basis for understanding the technological considerations for the development
of the strategic roadmap. These opportunities paint a clear picture that shows how much value the
manufacturing industry has derived from Industry 4.0 enabling technologies. However, there is still
trepidation when it comes to adopting and implementing Industry 4.0, due to lack of standardized
approaches. The manufacturing-focused literature review helps to understand what these enabling
technologies can do and define strategies for their deployment. These strategies can be used as building
blocks for the strategic roadmap, to ensure that every facet of a manufacturing organization has
been considered and appropriate strategies have been defined for the implementation of Industry 4.0
enabling technologies.
The benefits offered by Industry 4.0 have created a ripple effect where organizations are
strategically planning to move toward digital transformation to enhance their competitiveness
in the market. However, this is not an easy task and requires a long-term commitment to ensure
that a transition from the conventional to the digital has been made successfully. Adoption of
Industry 4.0 would not only challenge a manufacturing company’s capacity to innovate, but also
requires new strategies, organizational models, organization-wide changes in physical infrastructure,
manufacturing operations/technologies, human resources, management of practices, and change
management [179]. This is a challenge for small/medium companies, and large organizations can also
be overwhelmed, especially when they are not the experts for a move toward digital transformation.
Therefore, it is crucial that organizations develop a strategic roadmap to facilitate the transition
toward Industry 4.0. This study introduces such a roadmap in Figure 2 for Industry 4.0 adoption
that can be used by manufacturing companies as a framework to transition from conventional to
digital mode of manufacturing. It is to be noted that resistance to change is a widely reported
phenomenon [180]; therefore, this roadmap was derived from existing and documented best practices
within strategic management, marketing, management information system, supply chain management,
and manufacturing technology management background. It is deeply rooted in the principles of lean
six sigma [181] and follows the steps of design for six sigma (DFSS) [182]. It involves changing or
redesigning the fundamental structure of a specific process or product and has 11 methodologies [183].
Some examples are DMADV (Define, Measure, Analyze, Design, Verify), CDDOV (Concept, Define,
Design, Optimize, Verification), IDOV (Identify, Design, Optimize, Validate), and DMEDI (Define,
Measure, Evaluate, Develop, Implement). The approach used here is an amalgamation called
DMEODVI (Define, Measure, Evaluate, Optimize, Develop, Validate, Implement), to ensure the
development of a structured and holistic approach. It is then followed up by DMAIC (Define, Measure,
Analyze, Improve, Control), to apply continuous improvement after the transition.
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Table 1. Opportunities offered by Industry 4.0 enabling technologies.
Industry 4.0 Enabling Technologies Opportunities Development of Strategies
1 Additive Manufacturing
Design flexibility, reduced set-up and
tooling time, lightweight and
customized products, less waste,
effective for mass production of both
large-scale and small-scale structures
• Smart manufacturing
• Strategic management
• Innovation management
• Information/data management
• IT maturity and governance
• Smart
supply-chain management
• Cross-functional IT integration
• Technology management
• Marketing
• IIoT management
• Human resources
• Customer
• Legal practices
• Change management
• Risk management
• Project management
2 Augmented Reality
Faster and smarter product
development and assembly, enhanced
operator performance, expert support
provision, effective machine
maintenance and quality assurance
3 Simulation
Optimize product/process parameters,
reduced investment risk, waste
minimization, allows faster prototyping,
virtual analysis of complex scenarios
4 Autonomous Robots
Increase efficiency and productivity,
reduce error and re-work, operator
safety, exponential learning by
collecting and analyzing machine data
5 Industrial Internet ofThings
Interconnected systems, production
visibility, better inventory management,
safe working environment, reduce
machine downtime, increase quality
6 Big Data Analytics
Asset/supply chain optimization,
product design/quality, better future
forecasting and identification of trends,
higher customer satisfaction
7 Cloud Computing
Low capital costs, flexibility of
operations, disaster recovery, automatic
software updates, increased
collaboration, freedom of operation,
data security, opportunities for
upskilling workforce
8 Cyber Security
Protect data and reduce risk of hacking,
inspires customer confidence, increase
productivity, protect against spyware,
worms, and viruses
9 Horizontal and VerticalIntegration
Optimize supply chain, increase
differentiation from competition, high
productivity, superior product quality,
less waste, reduce set-up costs, errors,
and machine downtime
The DMEODVI approach stems from the extensive literature review presented in Section 2. It is not
merely a combination of different DFSS methodologies, but a well-informed theorization based on the
effects of Industry 4.0 enabling technologies on the manufacturing sector. It is crucial for organizations
to implement Industry 4.0 as a means of adding value to their business rather than follow a global
trend [184]. Understanding the benefits and resource requirements of Industry 4.0 is paramount
to strategizing its implementation. This aspect was shown in Table 1, where different strategies
were defined based on the discussions in Section 2. It is obvious that Industry 4.0 implementation
requires the involvement of every business process within an organization to maximize its benefits;
therefore, the digital implementation team should comprise practitioners, and not only individuals
in senior management. This will remedy one of the main barriers in widening of the theory–praxis
gap [185] and gives more credence to the DMEODVI approach. Another aspect of consideration for
this theoretical framework is the identification of inter-relationships to ensure that the micro-dynamics
of manufacturing organizations can be realistically captured [186]. This can be achieved through
collaborative theorizing that takes advantage of the experience of both the industrial practitioners
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and academics, to ensure practical outcomes [187]. It requires understanding Industry 4.0 enabling
technologies, goals of the manufacturing organization, efficient management practices, and their
cumulative effect on the workforce to effectively theorize this non-linear vision [188]. Measuring this
inter-relationship through critical to quality attributes of the manufacturing organization will help in
maximizing Industry 4.0 benefits. For example, employing IIoT to enhance the manufacturing system’s
productivity will only go so far if not accompanied by BDA, due to the generation of copious amounts
of data that the current systems are incapable of processing. However, BDA requires sophisticated
hardware that is expensive; therefore, CC is a good option, as it can lower equipment costs. Considering
the collation, storage, and processing of such large datasets, it is advisable to invest in CS protocols to
safeguard proprietary information. In this context, understanding the limitations of the organization
will inform the appropriate Industry 4.0 enabling technology deployment to solve a problem or to
increase productivity through effective data management. For example, repeated machine breakdowns
can be minimized through attaching sensors, collating data through IIoT, and storage and processing of
data through CC and BDA, to develop models leading to informed decision-making. Such opportunities
should be evaluated for problem-solving and used as reference for brainstorming and generating ideas
in line with the critical to quality attributes of the organization.
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Theorizing ideas is an important part of practice [189] and can lead to innovations in
problem-solving. Manufacturing organizations are quite adept at this due to the nature of their
business, which requires continuous innovations in product design and process flows for better results.
A pool of good ideas should lead to the identification of the best one that fits the organization’s
vision for the future. This idea should be optimized through useful principles familiar to the business,
to ensure active involvement of the workforce rather than resistance to the new idea. The involvement
of different epistemologies, especially related to lean and agile manufacturing [190], is encouraged,
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as such approaches can enhance the optimization process and can help in describing, as well as
analyzing, concepts in different business settings [191]. Optimizing the pathways should logically
lead to the development of the idea in a cost-effective manner. The manufacturing sector is well-aware
of the intricacies of this phase, as it is a part and parcel of their core business. However, efforts for
validating the developed idea/model requires a deep understanding of the underpinning strategies
that govern the application of Industry 4.0 enabling technologies. The pilot testing should provide
results that can increase confidence and can lead to the planning of full-scale pilot runs. At this
stage, the digital transition plan should be reviewed to identify the role each piece of Industry 4.0
enabling technology is bound to play in achieving the organization’s strategic goals. The full-scale
implementation requires the support of the digital transition team to ensure optimized results that can
match the requirements of the organization. From here onward, the operating procedures should
be documented and standardized for use. It is good practice to employ continuous improvement
protocols to enhance the manufacturing process, and the full-scale digital transformation will definitely
benefit from this. Amid the conceptualization of the Industry 4.0 roadmap, special attention should be
given to the workforce through all the phases, to ensure minimum resistance to change and active
involvement, which can accelerate the process. The aspects presented in italics in this section are
discussed in Section 4 as phases of the DMEODVI approach.
4. Phases of the Strategic Industry 4.0 Roadmap
In general, DFSS is associated with new services and product designs, whereas DMAIC is used on
a product or process that already exists but is not conforming to customers’ needs and/or specifications.
The reason for choosing lean six sigma as a basis for this roadmap is that the manufacturing industry
is familiar with these concepts and has been implementing them for decades. This will instigate a
more favorable response from the workforce. Lean manufacturing methodologies have been deeply
internalized in the culture of most industrial companies, since the 1990s. Typically, the program is
modified slightly to fit the unique needs of a company’s business model and processes. Today, nearly
all large and mid-size manufacturers worldwide have a corporate business improvement program
based on lean six sigma [192,193]. For sustained adoption, adding Industry 4.0 must occur in a way
that aligns with the lean six sigma culture. The roadmap defined in Figure 2 is deeply rooted in
established quality development and management systems widely used by the manufacturing industry.
Issues arise with Industry 4.0 implementation when organizations are forced to embrace something
completely new and they lose control over their own systems. The use of lean six sigma approaches is
intended to mitigate that risk. The various phases of the strategic Industry 4.0 roadmap are explained
in subsequent sections.
4.1. First Phase: DEFINE
As per the roadmap, the first phase is to DEFINE the business problem, identify the limitations
of the existing resources, and develop a project scope for the implementation of Industry 4.0
technologies. This needs to involve both internal and external stakeholders, i.e., employees,
management, shareholders, suppliers, and customers. An appropriate Industry 4.0 transition team
should be assembled with individuals from all sectors of the business, to provide input. This will ensure
one vision and uniformity of operations. The company and the Industry 4.0 transition team should
decode the transition procedure into a detailed project plan and specify the characteristics of work in each
phase of transition. This will help in identifying the functional needs and priorities, as well as the inter-
and intra-organizational changes that are associated with each transitional phase. The manufacturing
organization should also define its short-term, medium-term, and long-term Industry 4.0 strategies. This
will help in developing SMART (Specific, Measurable, Attainable/Achievable, Realistic, Time-bound)
objectives [194]. There is a need to evaluate the organization’s current position, i.e., which Industry
4.0 technologies can be implemented and a plan for their implementation based on the business
case. Manufacturers transitioning into Industry 4.0 need to devise new marketing strategies with
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an assessment of their level of digital market maturity [195]. The use of blockchain and BDA will
allow predictive analysis of future market trends, as well as customer demands, and will also help in
defining an appropriate customer strategy [196]. Therefore, a plan should be put in place to integrate
these aspects.
In terms of defining strategies, the assessment of the existing workforce skillset and future training
needs is the next step. Industry 4.0 will not be able to make a significant difference if it is opposed by the
organization’s existing workforce. Therefore, a change management strategy also needs to be defined,
to allow a smooth transition from the traditional to the digital [197]. Industry 4.0 is characterized by
the digitization of systems, and this will put the IT department under extreme stress. They need to be
able to connect not only the production floor but develop a digital thread throughout the entire value
chain [198]. The design principles and technology trends of Industry 4.0, such as horizontal and vertical
integration, IIoT, CPS, interoperability, simulation, and blockchain, indicate that the fourth industrial
revolution is all about IT. Therefore, it is crucial for manufacturing organizations to ensure that an
IT governance team is in place to strategize, budget, execute, control, and report on IT advancement
projects and operations, in accordance with the requirements of Industry 4.0 transition. With a plan in
place for IT, smart manufacturing strategy can be easily defined, as well. It requires identification and
subsequent incorporation of IIoT for establishing smart connections across the factory and vertical
integration of machines, physical assets, databases, processes, and control systems, as well as the
people who are interacting with them [199]. With a change in the manufacturing side, a defined
strategy for supply-chain management is also required. Industry 4.0 has changed the supply-chain
interactions due to the digitization aspect, and as it spreads more across the value chain, even the
supply partners would need to integrate the digital twins of their operations with the aim of creating
digital supply network, which significantly relies on IT alignment across value chain [200]. Legal
practices will also be affected, and the establishment of smart contracts by using blockchain technology
will become a norm [201]. Therefore, it is crucial to develop a legal strategy that can accommodate the
new digital features of Industry 4.0. Along the lines of accommodation, manufacturing organizations
need to ensure that a thorough risk-management strategy is in place for their digital transformation
roadmap and there are mitigation actions in place to avoid losses [202]. This means that organizations
should choose and plan the technologies that will give them the most benefit and should commit
long-term to exploit the capabilities of Industry 4.0.
4.2. Second Phase: MEASURE
After defining the project, the MEASURE phase is used for data collation. The purpose of
this phase is to clearly understand the customer’s (internal and external) requirements and develop
critical to process and quality attributes to address those requirements [203]. This is achieved by
dividing the market into different segments, and then developing measurable critical to process and
quality attributes for each segment using the quality function deployment (QFD) tool [204]. In the
QFD tool, a house of quality is generated that captures the customer requirements and translates
them into products or services [205]. For each identified critical to process and quality attribute,
metrics and measurement systems are created. At this stage, it is critical to undertake a measurement
system analysis (MSA) to ensure a realistic picture is captured. MSA is a thorough assessment of a
measurement process, and it typically includes a specially designed experiment that seeks to identify
the components of variation in that measurement process. The investigative elements in an MSA
are bias, linearity, stability, repeatability, and reproducibility [206]. These can be measured by using
statistical tools and control charts, such as run, pareto, cusum, and shewhart [207,208]. This is also
helped by creating a value stream map, which is a popular lean manufacturing technique. It is a
material and information-flow map used for analyzing the current state and designing a future state
for the series of events that takes a product or service from the beginning of the specific process until it
reaches the customer [209]. Organizations should perform a detailed cost–benefit analysis of different
CTQs and their interdependency on each other.
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4.3. Third Phase: EVALUATE
The EVALUATE phase can take advantage of the already established Industry 4.0
readiness-assessment tools [210–213]. They are designed in a way to assess more than the technological
burden and consider the wider implementation of Industry 4.0 by defining core dimensions (like the
strategies presented in the DEFINE phase) and associated sub-dimensions. These tools can help to
document and benchmark an organization’s current level of Industry 4.0 readiness. In addition to
benchmarking through the readiness-assessment tools, the critical to process and quality attributes can
also be used for comparison with market leaders. After benchmarking, the project team can move
toward generating alternative or new concept designs to accommodate the critical to process and
quality attributes. These designs should consider the full breadth of the project scope, to ensure a
truly digital transformation is achieved in the end. After arriving at the prioritized list of design
features, the project team should list a few probable design concepts. The process experts and the
R&D team should be involved in this process. It is necessary to brainstorm and use FMEA (failure
mode and effects analysis) or a cause-and-effect diagram, etc., to facilitate the design process. Being
innovative and creative will help the organization to remain competitive. However, it is also crucial
to use established tools for reducing the number of possible designs. The team can make use of
TRIZ (Russian terminology, known as theory of inventive problem-solving in English), which is a
problem-solving, analysis, and forecasting tool. According to this tool, problems are similar across
industries and countries and appear as unsolvable. However, a similar problem would have been
solved somewhere in some other company/industry. Therefore, it is time-effective to convert a specific
problem to a generic problem with a generic solution and then customize and apply this generic
solution to the problem. TRIZ has a consolidated list of problems and their solutions readily available.
This will reduce the time spent in R&D and experimenting on a long list of possible options [214].
Another important tool is the Six Thinking Hats. It is a decision-evaluation tool that considers different
aspects for evaluating a product or solution. Each aspect for evaluation is assigned a color. The team
must evaluate the idea/product wearing each color hat. The colors are white (information and data),
red (emotions), black (discernment), yellow (optimistic response), green (creativity), and blue (process).
By doing this, the team will be able to identify all the pros and cons of the product/solution [215]. After
generating some concepts for the new manufacturing process flow with the integrated Industry 4.0
technologies, an evaluation should take place to identify the optimal design, using the Pugh Matrix. It is
an easy-to-use qualitative technique that can help in ranking the multidimensional options generated
to identify the optimal option [216]. The purpose of the Pugh Matrix is to provide the project team
with a holistic view of customer requirements against different alternatives in the form of a matrix,
instead of listing the positives and negatives of each option. This helps in identifying the optimal
option in a qualitative manner.
4.4. Fourth Phase: OPTIMIZE
The optimal design identified in the EVALUATE phase forms the basis for the OPTIMIZE phase.
It is to be noted that the Pugh Matrix has only provided the optimal design based on the input
parameters. A detailed design is built in this phase that can be subjected to numerical and statistical
analysis to optimize its performance. Software packages for CAD design (e.g., Autodesk Inventor),
process flow (e.g., AnyLogic), and product analysis (e.g., ANSYS) are employed. In addition, tools
specific to the manufacturing industry can also be used to refine design parameters. Introducing the
concept of lean management is important, as it helps in creating value to the customer by optimizing
resources [217]. For example, evolutionary operations can introduce experimental designs and
improvements while an ongoing full-scale manufacturing process continues to produce satisfactory
results [218]. The design of experiments is a statistical technique for optimizing performance of systems
with known input variables [219]. Another tool is the response surface methodology, which is a
widely used mathematical and statistical method for modeling and analyzing a process in which the
response of interest is affected by various variables, and the objective of this method is to optimize the
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response [220]. Optimized parameters based on these methodologies should be recorded and used for
developing the new process integrating the technologies of Industry 4.0. The project team can also
investigate conforming standards for technologies such as IIoT and cyber security, to ensure that they
are moving in the right direction. This stage is crucial, and it is recommended that several optimization
approaches are tested to ensure that every scenario and unexpected variation can be modeled before
the test run.
4.5. Fifth Phase: DEVELOP
A detailed plan should be developed for the prototype build, based on the parameters identified
in the previous phase. It is essential to involve more people at this stage, especially from the facilities
management and IT departments, to ensure that both the hardware and software demands can be met
in a reasonable manner. After acquiring all the necessary resources and skilled personnel, the next step
is to identify the most economic method. Finally, the prototype manufacturing process flow should be
developed according to the computer simulations, to ensure that they can be validated in the next
phase. For a manufacturing process, this could mean setting up parallel production lines or using some
machines for this prototype testing and others for the routine production. It is important to highlight
that the Industry 4.0 implementation should not significantly disrupt the normal functionalities of the
manufacturing organization and that the prototype should work in parallel to the day-to-day activities.
The full-scale implementation is discussed in the seventh phase (Section 4.7).
4.6. Sixth Phase: VALIDATE
In this stage, the prototype is tested to validate the simulations from Section 4.4, depending upon
the level of sophistication several pilot runs that could be conducted to ensure a seamless integration of
all the defined strategies from Section 4.1. The reasons for running a pilot include lower risk of failure,
assessing true performance in controlled-but-live experiments, confirming or disproving expected
results and relationships, testing and validating the benefit of the proposed solutions before full-scale
implementation, validating the measurement systems, identifying additional improvements in either
the solution or implementation launch itself, improving future projections of benefits of full-scale
implementation, increasing stake-holder buy-in, and quickly delivering a version of the solution to a
targeted segment of the client population [221,222]. The pilot should be reversible and be planned
in detail from the actual run. Like the DEFINE phase, the pilot run plan should entail clear goals,
scope, timeline, activities list, personnel involved and their training needs, budgeting and resourcing,
monitoring plan and operational definitions of measurements, methods of measurement, and data
collation. During the run, the pilot should be exposed to a broad range of inputs and process conditions.
After the pilot run, the project team should analyze the differences between the predicted performance
and the actual performance. They should identify root causes for the differences and determine if
changes are required. It is important to highlight that there will always be some difference between the
simulated results and experimental results. The project team should review the existing literature to
identify that acceptable difference range to make informed decisions.
The next step after the pilot run should be the communication of results through different means
and soliciting stakeholder feedback on the outcomes. Change management is a key part of project
success, and soliciting feedback during stakeholder interviews gives insight to the opinions of those
impacted by the project [223]. The team should review the original stakeholder analysis to determine
how/if anything has changed, and what can be done to address those results. The results of the pilot
run should also be compared to the scope and goals of the project (Section 4.1). It is common for
projects to overrun their baseline schedule and budgets. Therefore, it is crucial to be objective in the
assessment of the pilot runs and not show bias either in favor or against, as that might hide the real
results of the pilot run [224]. If the results are objectively assessed as unfavorable for the organization,
then the project team needs to evaluate their performance and make use of their own risk management
strategy, to identify and mitigate the issues. In the case of the results being favorable, the project team
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needs to discuss plans for scaling-up the design. This would require again going through phases
three, four, and five, to ensure the optimal solution is being employed in the organization. The team
should also develop a transition implementation plan and document the operating procedures of the
pilot run(s).
4.7. Seventh Phase: IMPLEMENT
The successful validation of the prototype manufacturing process should lead to full-scale
implementation. In this phase, a full-scale pilot is conducted. The pilot is a permanent deployment
that delivers fully on the control plans to monitor the activities involved in the new process. This phase
should be conducted in the same manner as the pilot run but should be adjusted to accommodate
the results of the pilot run. The focus should be on cost savings, as it is one of the features of the six
sigma approach. Prioritization matrices can be used to rationally narrow down the focus of the team
before detailed implementation planning can take place. The barriers to implementation will again be
associated with resistance to change [225], and it is more crucial than in any of the phases before to
manage change and support the workforce toward this digital transition. It is a good idea to establish
a ‘steering board for digital implementation’ by involving more senior management personnel to take
advantage of their experience. Furthermore, personnel from the original project team should be trained
to become ‘digital champions’ who can take this initiative forward and create a sense of ownership
among the workforce [226].
The pilot plan should be adjusted for any problems or learnings that occurred during the
pilot run and for the difference in the scale of the rollout. The project team should identify factors
favoring/opposing the implementation and recognize implications, as well as risks, from failing to
address the barriers. Once the process design has been finalized, the implementation should take place.
After the successful implementation of the new process, data should be gathered, and the matrices
should be compared with the DEFINE phase, to ensure that the project yielded the required results
for the organization. The operating procedures should be documented and standardized for use. A
plan should be developed by the steering board for digital implementation and digital champions that
should include large-scale training needs for new work methods and approaches of fine-tuning the
new process [227].
Once the system is up and running, then the goal is to continuously improve quality by monitoring,
reviewing, and implementing appropriate changes, but on a small-scale and for a specific area. For this
purpose, DMAIC (Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, Control) is a good approach, as it takes less time
than DFSS to implement. The first three tasks of DMAIC are like the first three phases of DMEODVI,
and the last two deal with improving a specific aspect and controlling the output, respectively. It is
common practice to introduce Kaizen teams for DMAIC. The team could be led by an external Kaizen
expert, and the team can comprise individuals from the steering board for digital implementation
and the pool of digital champions. Kaizen teams are an essential part of any project because they
can help guide the organization through a specific event, while also working to maintain progress in
between events [228,229]. Members of a Kaizen team should be encouraged to continue to develop
their knowledge of the Kaizen strategies and help in any way they can with all Kaizen events. These
events or projects (such as the process of continuous improvement using DMAIC) are typically chosen
to be short in terms of how long they take to implement, but they should also address one specific area
completely [230]. These types of events require planning and training to be provided to everyone who
is involved in the project, and that is often where the Kaizen teams can be most effective. Having such
training sessions would be extremely beneficial for the Kaizen teams, to the point that they would
not require an external expert for future projects. This integrated roadmap comprising DFSS and
DMAIC can form the basis for manufacturing organizations in implementing Industry 4.0 initiatives
with familiar approaches to accelerate its adoption and limit their resistance to change. The next stage
would be the validation of this methodology by implementing Industry 4.0 enabling technologies in a
manufacturing organization.
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5. Conclusions
Industry 4.0 has revolutionized the manufacturing industry. However, there are still major
challenges associated with not only its adoption but its implementation as well. The practical
contributions of this paper are twofold. Firstly, it provides a state-of-the-art literature review of
Industry 4.0 enabling technologies and their impact on the manufacturing industry. Secondly, it
presents a strategic roadmap for Industry 4.0 implementation that is suitable for manufacturers, by
utilizing the lean six sigma principles. This roadmap can provide a basic framework to manufacturing
organizations in their transitional journey toward the implementation of Industry 4.0. The use of lean
six sigma also limits the risk of failure factors (e.g., cultural, structural, and strategic), as manufactures
have been employing these strategies for decades and will be less resistant to their use albeit for a
different type of implementation. With the growing support from government bodies encouraging the
uptake of Industry 4.0, manufacturing organizations need to take advantage and transition into truly
digital manufacturing enterprises that can benefit the economy and build a sustainable ecosystem
for manufacturing.
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